Community detection has become a fundamental operation in numerous graph-theoretic applications. It is used to reveal natural divisions that exist within real world networks without imposing prior size or cardinality constraints on the set of communities. Despite its potential for application, there is only limited support for community detection on large-scale parallel computers, largely owing to the irregular and inherently sequential nature of the underlying heuristics. In this paper, we present parallelization heuristics for fast community detection using the Louvain method as the serial template. The Louvain method is an iterative heuristic for modularity optimization. Originally developed by Blondel et al. in 2008, the method has become increasingly popular owing to its ability to detect high modularity community partitions in a fast and memory-efficient manner. However, the method is also inherently sequential, thereby limiting its scalability. Here, we observe certain key properties of this method that present challenges for its parallelization, and consequently propose heuristics that are designed to break the sequential barrier. For evaluation purposes, we implemented our heuristics using OpenMP multithreading, and tested them over real world graphs derived from multiple application domains (e.g., internet, citation, biological). Compared to the serial Louvain implementation, our parallel implementation is able to produce community outputs with a higher modularity for most of the inputs tested, in comparable number of iterations, while providing real speedups of up to 8× using 32 threads. In addition, our parallel implementation was able to exhibit weak scaling properties on up to 32 threads.
I. INTRODUCTION
Community detection, or graph clustering, is becoming pervasive in the data analytics of various fields including (but not limited to) scientific computing, life sciences, social network analysis, and internet applications [1] . As data grows at explosive rates, the need for scalable tools to support fast implementations of complex network analytical functions such as community detection is critical. Given a graph, the problem of community detection is to compute a partitioning of vertices into communities that are closely related within and weakly across communities. Modularity is a metric that can be used to measure the quality of communities detected [2] . Community detection is an NP-Complete problem, but fast heuristics exist. One such heuristic is the Louvain method [3] .
Our basis for selecting the Louvain heuristic for parallelization hinges on its increasing popularity within the user community and owing to its strengths in algorithmic and qualitative robustness. With well over 1,000 citations to the original paper (as of this writing), the user base for this method has been rapidly expanding in the last few years. Yet, there is no scalable parallel implementation available for this heuristic. As network sizes continue to grow rapidly into a scale of tens or even hundreds of billions of edges [4] , the memory and runtime limits of the serial implementation are likely to be tested. However, parallelization of this inherently serial algorithm can be challenging (as discussed in Sections II and IV).
The parallel solutions presented in this paper (Section V) provide a way to overcome key scalability challenges. In devising our algorithm, we factored in the need to parallelize without compromising the quality of the original serial heuristic and yet be capable of achieving substantial scalability. We also factored in the need for stable solutions across different platforms and programming models. The resulting algorithm, presented in Section V-D, is a combination of heuristics that can be implemented on both shared and distributed memory machines. As demonstrated in our experimental section (Section VI), our implementations provide outputs that have either a higher or comparable modularity to that of the serial method, and is able to reduce the time to solution by factors of up to 8×. These observations are supported over a number of realworld networks.
Contributions:
The main contributions of this paper are: i) Introduction of effective heuristics for parallelization of the Louvain algorithm on multithreaded architectures; ii) Experimental studies using seven real-world networks obtained from varied sources including the DIMACS10 challenge website, University of Florida sparse matrix collection and biological databases; iii) A simple and clarified derivation of modularity computation that can benefit other researchers exploring community detection algorithms; and iv) Demonstration of the effectiveness of our parallel heuristics through comparison with the respective serial solutions.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND NOTATION
Let G(V, E, ω) be an undirected weighted graph, where V is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges and ω(.) is a weighting function that maps every edge in E to a nonzero, positive weight 1 . In the input graph, edges that connect a vertex to itself are allowed -i.e., (i, i) can be a valid edge. However, multi-edges are not allowed. Let the adjacency list of i be denoted by Γ(i) = {j|(i, j) ∈ E}. Let k i denote the weighted degree of vertex i -i.e., k i = ∀j∈Γ(i) ω(i, j). We will use n to denote the number of vertices in G; M to denote the number of edges in the graph; and m to denote the sum of all edge weights -i.e., m = ∀i∈V k i .
A community within graph G represents a (possibly empty 2 ) subset of V . In practice, for community detection, we are interested in partitioning the vertex set V into an arbitrary number of disjoint non-empty communities, each with an arbitrary size (> 0 and ≤ n). We call a community with just one element as a singlet community. We will use C(i) to denote the community that contains vertex i in a given partitioning of V . We use the term intra-community edge to refer to an edge that connects two vertices of the same community. All other edges are referred to as inter-community edges. Let E i→C refer to the set of all edges connecting vertex i to vertices in community C. And let e i→C denote the sum of the weights of the edges in E i→C (also referred to as the degree of a community).
Let a C denote the sum of the degrees of all the vertices in community C.
Modularity: Let P = {C 1 , C 2 , . . . C k } denote the set of all communities in a given partitioning of the vertex set V in G(V, E, ω), where 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Consequently, the modularity (denoted by Q) of the partitioning P is given by the following expression [2] :
Intuitively, modularity is a statistical measure for assessing the quality of a given community-wise partitioning (or equivalently, "clustering"). A "good" clustering method is one that clusters closely related elements (vertices) as part of the same community (or "cluster") while separating weakly related elements into different clusters. In other words, the goal becomes one of maximizing intra-community links while keeping the number of inter-community edges low. This explains the first term in Eqn. (3) . However, if the goal is simply to maximize the contribution from intra-community edges, then one could potentially assign all vertices into one community. But such a solution is likely to be meaningless in practice. To overcome this problem, the second term in the Eqn. (3) was introduced. This term represents the fraction of intra-community edges one would expect in an "equivalent" graph (i.e., another graph with the same numbers of vertices and edges, and the same vertex degrees) but with just the edges randomly reconnected.
Modularity is not the ideal metric for community detection and issues such as resolution limit have been identified [1] , [5] , and consequently, a few variants of modularity definitions have been devised [5] , [6] , [7] are available. However, the definition provided in Eqn. (3) continues to be the more widely adopted version in practice, including in the Louvain method [3] , and therefore, we will use that definition for this paper.
Community detection: Given G(V, E, ω), the problem of community detection is to compute a partitioning P of communities that maximizes modularity. This problem has been shown to be NP-Complete [8] .
III. THE LOUVAIN ALGORITHM
In 2008, Blondel et al. presented an algorithm for the community detection [3] . The method, called the Louvain method, is an iterative, greedy heuristic capable of producing a hierarchy of communities. The main idea of the algorithm is rather simple and can be summarized as follows: Starting with each vertex in a separate community initially, the algorithm progresses from one iteration to another until the modularity gain becomes negligible (as defined by a predefined threshold). Within each iteration, the algorithm linearly scans the vertices in an arbitrary but predefined order. For every vertex i, the algorithm examines all its neighboring communities (i.e., the communities containing i s neighbors) and computes the modularity gain that would result if i were to move to each of those neighboring communities from its current community. Once the gains are calculated, the algorithm assigns a neighboring community that would yield the maximum modularity gain, as the new community for i (i.e., new C(i)), and updates the corresponding data structures that it maintains for the source and target communities. Alternatively, if all gains turn out to be negative, the vertex stays in its current community. An iteration ends once all vertices are linearly scanned in this fashion. After a phase terminates, the algorithm proceeds to the next phase by collapsing all vertices of a community to a single "metavertex"; placing an edge from that meta-vertex to itself with an edge weight that is the sum of weights of all the intracommunity edges within that community; and placing an edge between two meta-vertices with a weight that is equal to the sum of the weights of all the inter-community edges between the corresponding two communities. The result is a condensed graph G (V , E , ω ), which then becomes the input to the next phase. Subsequently, multiple phases are carried out until the modularity score converges. Note that each phase represents a coarser level of hierarchy in the community detection process.
At any given iteration, let ΔQ i→C(j) denote the modularity gain that would result from moving a vertex i from its current community C(i) to a different community C(j). This term can be calculated in two parts: i) The gain in modularity owing to i leaving C(i) is given by:
and, ii) The gain in modularity owing to i joining C(j) is given by:
Therefore,
Consequently, the new community assignment for i at an iteration is as follows:
Note that the new C(i) will equal the old C(i) if none of the modularity gains to any of the other neighboring communities evaluates to a positive value. In the implementation, one can maintain several data structures such that each instance of ΔQ i→C(j) can be computed in constant time. Consequently, the algorithm's time complexity per iteration is O(m). While no upper bound has been established on the number of iterations or on the number of phases, it should be evident that the algorithm is guaranteed to terminate with the use of a cutoff for the modularity gain (because of the modularity being a monotonically increasing function until termination). In practice, the method needs only tens of iterations and fewer phases to terminate on most real world inputs.
IV. CHALLENGES IN PARALLELIZATION
Any attempt at parallelizing the Louvain method should factor in the sequential nature in which the vertices are visited within each iteration of the original algorithm and the impact it has on the overall modularity convergence. Visiting the vertices sequentially gives the advantage of working with the latest information available from all the preceding vertices in this greedy procedure. Furthermore, in the serial algorithm, when a vertex computes its new community assignment (using Eqn. (7)), it does so with the guarantee that no other part of the community structure is concurrently being altered. There can be no such guarantee in parallel. In other words, if communities are updated in parallel, it could lead to some interesting situations with an impact on the convergence process.
A. Negative gain scenario
To illustrate the case in point, consider the example scenario illustrated in Figure 1 , where two vertices i and j are both connected to a third vertex k with all three of them are in three different communities initially -i.e., i ∈ C(i), j ∈ C(j), k ∈ C(k) s.t. C(i) = C(j) = C(k). If both vertices i and j evaluate the possibility of moving to C(k) independently, using Eqn. (6) , then from each of their perspectives, their predicted value for the new modularity is Q old + ΔQ i→C(k) and Q old + ΔQ j→C(k) , respectively. However, if both i and j decide to move to C(k) in parallel, then the actual value for the new modularity will be Q old + ΔQ {i,j}→C(k) , where:
On the other hand, if ω(i,j)
This is because ΔQ i→C(k) > 0 and ΔQ j→C(k) > 0; the latter two inequalities follow from the fact that i and j chose to move to C(k). Note that if this happens, then parallel version could potentially surpass the serial version toward modularity convergence. Inequalities (9-11) imply the following lemma: Fig. 1 . Illustration of the negative gain scenario using an example of three vertices (Lemma 1).
Lemma 1:
At any given iteration of the Louvain algorithm, if community updates for vertices are performed in parallel, then the net modularity gain achieved cannot be guaranteed to be always positive.
The above lemma has a direct implication on the convergence property of the Louvain method, one way or another. Pessimistically speaking, if the net modularity gain can become negative between consecutive iterations of the algorithm, then there is no theoretical guarantee that the algorithm will terminate. Even if the chances of non-termination turn out to be bleak, it could potentially slow down the rate at which the algorithm progresses toward a solution, causing more number of iterations. For this reason, the number of iterations that the algorithm takes to converge toward the solution and the quality of the solution relative to the serial algorithm's can be good indicators of the effectiveness of a parallel strategy. Note that the above example with three vertices can be extended to scenarios where multiple unrelated vertices are trying to enter a community at its periphery without mutual knowledge.
B. Swap and local maxima scenarios
There is also another type of scenario that could impede the progression of the parallel algorithm toward a solution. Consider a simple example where two vertices i and j connected by an edge (i, j) ∈ E s.t., C(i) = {i} and C(j) = {j}. In the interest of increasing modularity, if the two vertices make a decision to move to each other's community concurrently, then such an update could potentially result in both vertices simply swapping their community assignments without achieving any modularity gain. This could also happen in a more generalized setting, where subsets of vertices between two different communities swap their community assignments, each unaware of the other's intent to also migrate. Swap conditions or cyclic migration patterns could lead to a deadlock which need to be detected and surpassed in parallel. Note that this is not a problem with the serial algorithm, as only one decision is made at any given point of time.
A parallel algorithm also runs the risk of settling on a locally optimal solution when there is a better solution available. This could happen even in serial; in parallel such scenarios may arise if a single community gets partitioned into equally weighted sub-communities, in which there is no incentive for any individual vertex to merge with any of the other sub-communities; and yet, if all vertices from each of the sub-communities were to merge together to form a single community the net modularity gain could be positive. An example of this case will be shown later in Section V-C. Getting stuck in a locally optimal solution, however, can be resolved when the algorithm progresses to subsequent phases (as will be described in Section V-C).
V. PARALLEL HEURISTICS
In this section, we present our ideas to tackle the challenges outlined above in parallelizing the Louvain heuristic community detection.
A. Coloring
Vertex coloring could provide an effective way to address some of the cases presented in both scenarios (negative gain and swap) in practice. It should be easy to see that using distance-1 coloring to partition the vertices into colors prior to the processing would prevent the vertex-to-vertex swap scenarios explained under Section IV-B. In this scheme, vertices of the same color are processed in parallel, and this is equivalent of guaranteeing that no two adjacent vertices will be processed concurrently. However, distance-1 coloring may not be adequate to address the other potential complications that may arise during parallelization (see Section IV-A).
Corollary 2: Applying and processing in parallel the vertices by distance-1 coloring does not necessarily preclude the possibility of negative modularity gains between iterations.
Proof: Follows directly from the three vertex example case presented for Lemma 1.
In fact the same result can be shown for even an arbitrary distance-k coloring scheme.
Lemma 3: Applying and processing the vertices by a distance-k coloring scheme, where k > 1, still does not preclude the possibility of negative modularity gains between iterations.
Proof: Let i and j be two vertices that are separated by a shortest path distance of at least k + 1 hops in the graph. Furthermore, let the two vertices belong to two different communities: C(i) = C(j). This implies that under a distancek coloring scheme, it is possible for vertices i and j to be processed concurrently. Even though the vertices are separated by at least k + 1 hops, there are two cases in which it is still possible for them to concurrently update the same target community. The cases are illustrated in Figure 2 . Let i and j denote some neighbor of i and j, respectively. Case a) shows the possibility where there could exist i ∈ Γ(i) and j ∈ Γ(j) such that C(i ) = C(j ), and vertices i and j decide to move to C(i ) (as dictated by Eqn.7). Case b) shows the possibility where there could exist i ∈ Γ(i) such that C(i ) = C(j), and vertex i decides to move to C(j) and vertex j decides to stay. In both cases, the vertices i and j would update the same target community in a concurrent fashion, and by Lemma 1, that could potentially lead to negative modularity gains. Despite these lack of guarantees for a positive modularity gain between iterations, coloring still could be effective as a heuristic in practice. The cases outlined above in the proof for the Lemma 3 are expected to be rare, given the number of conditions that need to be met. The disadvantage of coloring, however, is that it may reduce the degree of parallelism. Note also that the coloring could add an overhead, but it is a preprocessing step that needs to be performed only once prior to each phase, and there are efficient coloring implementations available [9] .
B. The vertex following heuristic
In this section, we will layout a particular property of the serial Louvain algorithm in the way it treats vertices with single neighbors, and devise a heuristic around it. For the lemma and the proof below, we will assume the version of Louvain algorithm which continues with iterations within a phase, until the communities stop changing.
Lemma 4:
Given an input graph G(V, E, ω), let i and j be two vertices in E such that (i, j) ∈ E and |Γ(i)| = 1. Then, the final solution should have C(i) = C(j) -i.e., i should be part of the same community as j.
Proof: There are two parts to this proof. First, we will show that vertex i will join C(j) in the first iteration (Claim 1). Second, we will show that if at any iteration, say r (r ≥ 1), j decides to leave i for a newer community, then either in the current (r) or next (r + 1) iteration, i will again become part of j s community (Claim 2).
Claim I) At the start of the first iteration, C(i) = {i} and C(j) = {j}. There are two sub-cases: Ia) i is processed after j (i.e., i > j); or Ib) j is processed after i (i.e., i < j).
Sub-case Ia) Since j is the only neighbor of i, vertex i only has two choices: i) to stay in a separate community by itself; or ii) to join j s community. The choice will be determined by calculating the modularity gain to migrate to C(j) as follows:
For i to decide against moving to C(j):
But this is not possible because a C(j) ≤ 2m for any community (by the definition in Eqn.2) and in this case, since
. This implies that i will have no choice but to move to C(j) in the first iteration.
Sub-case Ib) It may happen that vertex i is processed before j in this iteration, in which case, i will first move to C(j) (by the result of sub-case (1)). However, it is possible that later when j is processed, it decides to move out of its current community (same as C(i)) to a different community, say C(k). This move will imply the following updates:
at the end of this iteration. If this happens, then this reduces to the case addressed in Claim II (see below).
Claim II) Let at some iteration r (r ≥ 1), vertex j move out of the community containing i -i.e., C(i) = C(j). Subsequently, when vertex i is processed (in iteration r or r + 1), i will evaluate its modularity gain to the new C(j), and move to C(j) if and only if ΔQ i→C(j) > 0.
If i were to decide against moving to C(j), ΔQ i→C(j) ≤ 0. Given that the above inequality is a lower bound for ΔQ i→C(j) :
Inequality. (13) is in the same form as Inequality. (12) . Consequently, i is guaranteed to move to C(j).
We refer to this as the vertex following (VF) rule and it applies only to vertices which have a single neighboring vertex. Since this rule says that regardless of the rest of the graph, a vertex with only a single neighbor will also follow that neighbor in its community assignment, there is no need to consider making decisions on single neighbor vertices during the algorithm's iterations. However, we should not completely ignore these vertices either as their links may dictate the community assignments for the other vertices. Therefore, we preprocess the input such that all vertices satisfying the single neighbor property are merged as part of their respective neighbor's community initially. More specifically, let i be a single neighbor vertex and its neighbor be j. Then, we remove vertex i from the graph, and replace j with a new vertex j , such that
and ω(j , j ) = ω(j, j) + ω(i, j) otherwise. Note that if for some single neighbor vertex i, its neighbor j is also a single neighbor, then the i is merged with j only if i < j (as a convention).
This preprocessing not only could help reduce the number of vertices that need to be considered during each iteration, but it also allows the vertices that contain multiple neighbors (which represent the hubs in the networks) be the main drivers of community migration decisions. This is more important under a parallel setting because if the single neighbor vertices were retained in the network the hub nodes may tend to gravitate temporarily toward one of their single neighbor mates, thereby delaying progression of solution or getting stuck in a local maxima.
C. The minimum label heuristic
Section IV-B elaborated on the possibilities of swapping conditions that may delay the parallel algorithm's convergence to a solution. In this section we present a heuristic designed to address some of these cases. Let us consider the simple case of two vertices i and j outlined in Section IV-B. Here both vertices are initially in communities of size one, and a decision in favor of merging at any given iteration will lead them to simply swap their respective communities without resulting in any net modularity gain. This is outlined in the Case 1a of Figure 3 . Such a swap can be easily prevented by introducing a labeling scheme where it can be enforced that only one of them move to other's community. More specifically, let the communities at any given stage of the algorithm be labeled numerically (in an arbitrary order). We will use the notation (C) to denote the label of a community C. Then the heuristic is as follows:
The singlet minimum label heuristic: In the parallel algorithm, at any given iteration, if a vertex i which is in a community by itself (i.e., C(i) = {i}), decides (in the interest of modularity gain) to move to another community C(j) which also contains only one vertex j, then that move will be performed only if (C(j)) < (C(i)).
This heuristic prevents single-member communities from swapping their vertices as that will not result in a net modularity gain.
The above heuristic can be generalized to many other cases of swapping or local maxima. For instance, let us consider the 4-clique of {i 4 , i 5 , i 6 , i 7 } shown in Figure 3 : case 2, assuming that each vertex is in its own individual community to start with. Here, in the absence of an appropriate heuristic there is a chance that the algorithm would settle on a local maxima. For instance, maximum modularity gains can be achieved at vertex i 4 by either moving to C(i 6 ) or C(i 7 ), and similarly for vertex i 5 . However, if i 4 moves to C(i 6 ) and i 5 to C(i 7 ), then the resulting solution {i 4 , i 6 }, {i 5 , i 7 } (shown in case 2a of Figure 3 ) will represent a local maxima from which the algorithm may not proceed in the current phase. This is because, once these partial communities form, there is no incentive for i 4 or i 6 to individually move to the community containing {i 5 , i 7 }, without each other's company. This is a limitation imposed by the Louvain heuristic, which makes decisions at the vertex level. However, if we label and treat the communities in a certain way then such local maxima situations can be avoided.
The generalized minimum label heuristic: In the parallel algorithm, at any given iteration, if a vertex i has multiple neighboring communities yielding the maximum modularity gain, then that vertex which has the minimum label among them will be selected as i s destination community.
In the example for Figure 3 :case 2, vertices i 6 and i 7 will both yield the maximum modularity gain for vertices i 4 and i 5 . However, using the above minimum label heuristic, all three vertices {i 4 , i 5 , i 7 } will migrate to C(i 6 ), while i 6 stays in C(i 6 ) -i.e., assuming (C(i 4 )) < (C(i 5 )) < (C(i 6 )) < (C(i 7 )).
While we found the above heuristics to be generally effective in mitigating several swapping and local maxima situations (see Section VI), they do not provide a protection against all such cases. While swap situations may delay convergence, it can be shown that they can never lead to nontermination of the algorithm due to the use of a predefined cutoff for the net modularity gain. Similarly, the local maxima situations explained generally get resolved in subsequent phases, where the representation of the individual sub-communities as metavertices is likely to lead them to merge with one another forming the containing communities eventually in the output. Due to the lack of space, the proofs for these assertions are not provided here in this paper.
D. Parallel algorithm
Our parallel algorithm has the following major steps: 1) Preprocessing (Optional): Apply the vertex following heuristic by merging all single neighbor vertices as part of their respective neighboring vertices initially (as explained in Section V-B). 2) Preprocessing: Label the vertices from 1 . . . n in any particular order of choice. 3) Preprocessing (Optional): Color the input vertices using distance-k coloring. In this paper, we used distance-1 coloring. For coloring, we used the parallel implementation from [9] . 4) Phases: Execute phases one at a time as per Algorithm 1.
Within each phase, the algorithm runs multiple iterations of the Louvain algorithm until there is no longer any appreciable modularity gain between successive iterations. The iterations are the main parallel steps, and the algorithm for each iteration is also shown within Algorithm 1. 5) Input transformation: Between two successive phases, the community assignment output of the completed phase is used to construct the input graph for the next phase. This is done by representing all communities of the completed phase as "vertices" and accordingly introducing edges, identical to the manner in which it is done in the serial algorithm. Note that one can think of applying all the above three preprocessing steps to the inputs going into each of the phases, starting from the second phase, as well. However, due to the high levels of graph contraction obtained in the transformation step, we typically found it unnecessary.
While the pseudocode shown in Algorithm 1 is more representative of a shared memory multicore algorithm, the same set of heuristics and ideas carry over to distributed memory parallelism except for the implementation.
We note here that the above parallel algorithm, with the exception of coloring heuristic, is stable in that it always produces the same output regardless of the number of processors used. This is owing to the fact that at each iteration the decisions made by every vertex are based on the state of communities from the previous iteration (proof trivial). When coloring is for each i ∈ V in parallel do 4:
counter for the #intra-community edges due to i 6:
for each j ∈ Γ(i) do 7:
QC ← 0 Current modularity 9:
QP ← −∞ Previous modularity 10:
while true do Iterate until modularity gain becomes less than a user specified threshold.
11:
Stage-1: For each vertex, compute the modularity gain from moving to a neighboring cluster. 12: for each i ∈ V in parallel do 13: Cold ← C(i) 14: Ni ← C(i) Neighboring communities of i 15:
for each j ∈ Γ(i) do 16: Ni ← Ni ∪ Cj 17: maxGain ← 0
18:
Cnew ← Cold 19: for each c ∈ Ni in parallel do 20: curGain ← Calculate ΔQi→c if C(i) = C(j) then 33:
else 36: QP ← QC applied, the use of differing number of threads within a given iteration could potentially vary the order in which decisions are made, thereby leading to potential variations in the output modularities. In our experiments, we found the magnitudes of such variations to be negligible.
E. Implementation
We implemented our parallel heuristics in C++/OpenMP. It is to be noted that the heuristics themselves are agnostic to the underlying parallel architecture. There are a few implementation level variations to the algorithm presented in Algorithm 1. In Stage-2, the modularity calculation happens in steps 38 − 43. The steps from 27 − 37 calculates the intra-and inter-community edge counts required for the modularity calculation. In our actual implementation we do not explicitly execute these steps. Instead we aggregate these values during Stage-1, as net modularity gains are being calculated. This saves significant rework. Secondly, steps 25−26 show the update for the source and target communities for each vertex i. We implemented these updates using intrinsic atomic operations __sync_fetch_and_add() and __sync_fetch_and_sub().
F. Analysis
Within each parallel iteration of Algorithm 1, the vertices are scanned in parallel, and for every vertex their vertex neighborhood is scanned first to curate the set of distinct neighboring communities (steps 14 − 16). Subsequently, the main step of modularity gain calculation is performed only for each distinct neighboring community (steps 19 − 23), which is equal to vertex degree initially but is expected to rapidly reduce as the iterations progress. Consequently, the worst-case runtime complexity per iteration is O(max{ M +n·λ p , λ max }), where p denote the number of processing cores, λ is the average (unweighted) degree of a vertex and λ max is the maximum (unweighted) degree of a vertex. The space complexity is linear in the input for shared memory implementation (i.e., O(m + n)), whereas O( m+n p ) for the distributed memory implementation.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

A. Experimental setup
The test platform for our experiments is an Intel Xeon X7560 server with four sockets and 256 GB of memory. Each socket is equipped with eight cores running at 2.266 GHz, leading to a total of 32 cores. The system is equipped with 32 KB of L1 and 256 KB L2 caches per core, and 24 MB of cache per socket. Each socket has 64 GB of DDR3 memory with a peak bandwidth of 34.1 GB per second. Further details of the machine are available in [10] . The software was compiled with Intel 11.1 compilers using -fast option. We also enabled non-uniform memory distribution using numactl command and enabled thread binding by using KMP_AFFINITY set to scatter. This option places the threads across the system as evenly as possible. In all the experiments, we placed one thread per core.
We tested our heuristics on 7 different real world input graphs, the statistics of which are summarized in Table I . With the exception of inputs labeled "MG1" and "MG2", all other inputs were downloaded from the DIMACS10 challenge website [4] , [11] , and the University of Florida sparse matrix collection [12] . "MG1" and "MG2" are graphs constructed for two different ocean metagenomics data, using the construction procedure described in [13] .
Each of the real world inputs were tested using multiple variants of our implementation that use different combination of heuristics, to allow for the evaluation of each heuristic. These variants are as follows:
• baseline: represents our parallel implementation with only the Minimum Labeling (ML) heuristic ;  TABLE I.   INPUT STATISTICS FOR THE REAL WORLD NETWORKS USED IN OUR EXPERIMENTAL STUDY. "RSD" STANDS FOR THE RELATIVE STANDARD  DEVIATION OF THE GRAPH'S NODE (UNWEIGHTED) DEGREES, AND IS GIVEN BY THE RATIO BETWEEN THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE DEGREE AND   THE • baseline+VF: represents the baseline implementation with the application of the Vertex Following (VF) heuristic in a preprocessing step; • baseline+Color: represents the baseline implementation with the application of the coloring heuristic applied in a preprocessing step; • baseline+VF+Color: represents the baseline implementation with the application of both the VF and coloring heuristics (in that order). baseline+VF: The primary improvement expected out of the VF heuristic over the baseline implementation is the reduction in runtime for each iteration, due to the reduced number of vertices processed. However, the effectiveness of the VF heuristic is also tied to the number of single degree vertices in the original input graph. Among the inputs tested, we applied the VF heuristic to the following: {CNR,coPapersDBLP,Channel,Europe-osm,uk-2002}. There was no need to apply the heuristic on MG1 and MG2 inputs because their single degree vertices (∼10%) had already been pruned off when the graphs were generated 3 . As can be observed from the runtime charts in Figure 4 , the runtime improvement is most pronounced in CNR and uk-2002. This can be attributed to their respective skewed degree distributions, as confirmed by their high RSD values in Table I . The Channel input is devoid of single degree vertices and therefore its baseline case is identical to its baseline+VF (shown). The baseline+VF results for coPapersDBLP and Europe-osm are interesting in that, even though the runtime 3 As a result, there are no "baseline" results to show on MG1 and MG2. per iteration reduced with the application of VF, the change in the input graph adversely led to an increase in the overall number of iterations for convergence, thereby increasing time to completion. This is confirmed by the respective modularity curves in Figure 5b ,d. This is in contrast to inputs CNR and uk-2002, where the application of VF also results in faster modularity gains.
B. Performance evaluation
baseline+Color: The primary design intent of coloring is to reduce the number of iterations required to converge on a solution, and in the process, also reduce the time to solution. However, note that the cost of coloring is reduced parallelism within each iteration; more specifically, the presence of a numerous small color sets could result in an under-utilization of thread-level parallelism. In our experimental results, for all inputs except uk-2002, we found coloring to be highly effective in reducing both the number of iterations and the overall time to solution. These results are shown by the baseline+Color plots in Figures 4 and 5 . These improvements were evident in CNR, coPapersDBLP, Channel, Europe-osm and MG1, with the run-time reduction anywhere from ∼ 2× (CNR) to 4.6× (Europe-osm, 32 threads). In contrast, the run-time improvements were either negligible in the case of MG2 or negative in the case of uk-2002. These observations correlate with the skew in color size distributions of the respective graphs, as shown by the coloring statistics for each input in Table II . For instance, the relatively higher values in the Relative Standard Deviation (RSD) of the color sizes (Table II) for the inputs uk-2002 and MG2 indicate the presence of a large number of small color sizes that could result in thread under-utilization. We plan to improve the color size distribution by introducing randomization in the coloring algorithm, towards a better load balanced distribution. For all inputs, however, the overall number of iterations required for modularity convergence is significantly reduced because of coloring (see Figure 5 ).
We enable coloring only for the first and the last phases. For the first phase, with coloring enabled, we set the threshold value to a higher value (10 −2 ). For the rest of the phases, we use a default threshold of 10 −6 . Note that the value of threshold determines the minimum value in modularity gain before the execution is terminated. Since coloring considers independent nodes to maximize modularity, we reason that the gain in modularity will be higher than when coloring is not used.
Effect of both VF and coloring:
We also studied the effect of applying both VF and coloring heuristics, by preprocessing in two steps -i.e., VF followed by coloring. This was performed for the inputs CNR, coPapersDBLP, Europe-osm and uk-2002, which had single degree vertices. The results are shown by the baseline+VF+Color plots in Figures 4 and 5 .
The results show the two heuristics complement one another by resulting in additive net gains.
Scaling and run-time results: Figure 4 also shows the runtime scaling of our parallel implementation variants as a function of the number of threads. A weak scaling trend is apparent -for the smaller inputs such as CNR the implementation linear scaling is observed until 8 threads, and for the larger inputs (e.g., Europe-osm, uk-2002) the scaling extends to 32 threads. However, graph size is not the only factor to affect scaling; other factors such as the degree distribution can also be influential. For instance, the best relative speedup was observed for the medium size Europe-osm input (e.g., on 16 threads, the baseline+Color achieved a 9.8x improvement in run-time over the corresponding 2-thread run).
In all our runs, we observed the total run-time of an execution to be dominated by the run-time for Phase 1. In most cases, Phase 1 took more than 99% of the total runtime (detailed phase-wise breakdown not shown due to lack of space). For instance, for the MG2 input (baseline run), Phase 1 took 1647 seconds out of the total 1650 seconds on two threads, and the contributions from Phase 1 were of similar magnitude or more for other core counts too. This is expected as after Phase 1, the graph condenses significantly. More interestingly, we observed a significant variance in the iteration-wise runtimes within Phase 1. This is counter-intuitive because the fixed number of vertices and edges within a phase seem to suggest that the total work should also stay the same Charts showing the evolution of modularity from the first iteration of the first phase to the last iteration of the last phase, for each of our parallel implementation variants using different combination of heuristics. The phase transitions are marked by the steep climbs following plateaus that are indicative of convergence within a phase. In addition to our results, we also show the serial Louvain implementation's results to enable a comparison on the highest modularity achieved and the number of iterations taken to reach to that value. across the iterations of the phase. The variance is because of the drastic reduction in the number of communities as the iterations progress within the first phase (plot not shown). The number of communities matter because within each iteration of our parallel algorithm, the number of modularity gain calculations per vertex is proportional to the number of distinct neighboring communities of the vertex.
Comparison to serial Louvain:
We also comparatively evaluated the performance of our parallel implementations proposed in this paper against the publicly available serial Louvain distribution [14] . For all the inputs tested, the final modularities achieved by all our parallel versions agree up to a minimum of three decimal places. In some cases, variance beyond the third decimal places was observed in the final output modularities when coloring was applied across different thread counts. Table III compares the final modularities achieved by our parallel implementation versus the best modularities achieved by the serial Louvain code for each input. The table also shows the best run-time achieved by our parallel implementation against the serial run-time. For the inputs CNR and uk-2002, the serial Louvain outputs a higher modularity than our parallel implementation, although the differences are marginal, with the modularity figures agreeing up to the third decimal place. On the other hand, our parallel implementation delivers a higher modularity than the serial method for inputs coPapersDBLP, Channel and MG1. In particular, the improvements are most pronounced for coPapersDBLP (+0.009) and Channel (+0.085). As for the run-times, we observe that our parallel implementation delivers real speedups in the range of 3.1× to 8.2× over the serial implementation, for all inputs except Europe-osm and Channel. For Europeosm, the serial implementation was crashing, for reasons we are yet to identify. For the Channel input, observe from Table I that the degree distribution is highly uniform. This could cause vertices to migrate to any one of the neighboring communities with even probability delaying convergence under a parallel setting. From the Table III , we can also note that the best runtimes are mostly observed using either the baseline+Color or baseline+VF+Color.
VII. RELATED WORK
The literature on serial community detection is extensive and cannot be possibly reviewed within this paper. Therefore, we focus on some of the seminal works in the field and the recent developments in parallelization. Although the notion of community detection is not new, the field took a significant shape with the introduction of the modularity measure to quantify the quality of community outputs by Newman and Girvan in 2004 [2] . Newman's pioneering works on discovering community structure from networks also included developing both divisive [2] , [15] and agglomerative [16] clustering methods. The divisive method use the edge betweenness centrality index to detect bridges between communities but due to the underlying computation involved, it is also very slow (O(n 3 ) for sparse inputs), limiting its scalability to sparse networks with tens of thousands of vertices. The other class of algorithms use an agglomerative clustering approach where at any stage a greedy merging is performed between any two communities that provide the maximum modularity gain. This technique was originally introduced by the classical Clauset-Newman-Moore (CNM) algorithm [16] and since been adopted/tailored into many other methods (e.g., [17] ). With an average time complexity of O(n log 2 n) this approach have shown better scaling to networks containing ×10 5 −10 6 nodes and ×10 6 − 10 7 edges. The Louvain method [3] can also be thought of as a variant of this agglomerative strategy but with the key differences being that instead of carrying out the merging at a community-to-community level, the Louvain heuristic allows vertices to independently make decisions from within each community at every time step, and with a flexibility for those decisions to be undone at later iterations. Although input dependent, it has been shown that the Louvain approach is able to produce communities with better modularity scores than the other agglomerative strategies. On the other hand, the cluster hierarchies produced by agglomerative techniques tend to be more meaningful. For an extensive review on community detection methods and comparisons, please refer to [1] , [18] .
In the past few years, there have been several efforts in parallelizing modularity-based community detection. As part of the DIMACS10 clustering challenge, Riedy et al. presented a highly parallel agglomerative algorithm [19] , [20] that is an extension to the CNM algorithm. The key difference is that their approach performs multiple pairwise community merges in parallel by treating the problem as one of an edge weighted matching. This strategy provides ample parallelism to the method and the authors present impressive performance and speedup figures on multiple data sets. As part of the same DIMACS10 challenge, Auer and Bisseling [21] present another way to achieve agglomerative clustering using GPUs. Their approach uses graph coarsening. This method also shows appreciable savings in time to solution. In a more recent study, Bhowmick and Srinivasan [22] present a shared memory parallel algorithm for the Louvain method. Their approach is to update the community structures on-the-fly from within each iteration as vertices are evaluated in parallel. This creates a need to introduce critical sections in parts which limits its scalability to small synthetic inputs (×10 4 vertices). The modularities reported also show variability across the processor spectrum. In another recent paper, Staudt and Meyerhenke [23] present an alternative approach that uses label propagation to parallelize the Louvain method. One of our future plans is to compare our method with other recently developed parallelization approaches such as the above.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced effective heuristics for parallelizing an important and widely used community detection method -the Louvain method. We attempted to address the dual objectives of maximizing concurrency, and retaining the quality with respect to serial implementations. To this end, we made two main contributions in this paper. First, we presented a detailed discussion of the heuristics for parallelization and provided analytical proofs of their effectiveness. Second, we empirically supported the observations with a set of carefully conducted experiments using seven real-world networks representing a diverse set of application domains. Compared to the serial Louvain implementation [14] , our parallel implementation is able to produce community outputs with a higher modularity for most of the inputs tested, in comparable number of iterations, while providing real speedups of up to 8× using 32 threads. In addition, our parallel implementation was able to exhibit weak scaling properties on up to 32 threads.
We believe that the mathematical discussion, heuristics, and experimental evidence provided in this paper will benefit a wide range of researchers dealing with increasingly larger data sets and continually weaker serial hardware performance. Our future work include: i) extending the experiments to larger-scale inputs with billions of edges; ii) a comprehensive comparison of communities produced by the serial and different parallel implementations by delineating differences by composition and not just modularity; iii) investigating the value of the vertex following heuristic in the context of the serial Louvain algorithm and other modularity-based community detection algorithms; and iv) extension of our parallel algorithms to account for other modularity definitions (e.g., [5] ) in order to overcome the well known resolution-limit issues of the standard modularity definition used in this paper.
